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Abstract
With the recent explosion in the size and
complexity of source codebases and soft-
ware projects, the need for efficient source
code search engines has increased dramat-
ically. Unfortunately, existing informa-
tion retrieval-based methods fail to capture
the query semantics and perform well only
when the query contains syntax-based
keywords. Consequently, such methods
will perform poorly when given high-level
natural language queries. In this paper, we
review existing methods for building code
search engines. We also outline the open
research directions and the various obsta-
cles that stand in the way of having a uni-
versal source code search engine.
1 Introduction
Code search is a common activity in the software
development process. It’s mainly done by the de-
veloper for the purpose of either code review or
code reuse. Semantic code search is where the
search engine is able to capture and understand the
meaning of the query allowing the search query to
be expressed in terms natural language rather than
technology-related terms or syntax. Such code
search tools find great application especially when
it comes to educational purposes, where the user
is not necessarily required to be familiar with the
syntax of the language in which the codebase in
question is written in.
Previous works on code search have mostly bor-
rowed their ideas from information retrieval sys-
tems where code snippets are treated as a col-
lection of documents (Lu et al., 2015) (McMil-
lan et al., 2011) (Haiduc et al., 2013) . On one
hand, such methods are able to retrieve relative
results in terms of IR systems performance met-
rics. On the other hand, these methods are mainly
limited to keyword search. Moreover, they have
difficulty understanding the query semantics es-
pecially when the query is expressed in terms of
high-level natural language. One other problem
with IR-based systems is their sensitivity to irrel-
evant and noisy keywords in the query where one
misused keyword can lead to extremely different
results.
Recently, the Natural Language Processing
(NLP) field has witnessed great improvements on
different levels of natural language understanding.
This improvement has been mainly driven by the
usage of deep neural models for text representa-
tion where a text unit (a paragraph, a sentence or
a word) is represented by a vector in space. Since
source code is, in some sense, textual data, these
methods become relevant in code search and other
code-related tasks. In this paper, we highlight one
system based on what is known as multi-modal
embeddings (Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015), which
is an idea borrowed from both NLP and Computer
Vision domains.
2 Literature Review
We divide the proposed methods into two ma-
jor areas: information retrieval-based and deep
learning-based methods. We begin our review
with IR-based methods where we review and dis-
cuss four different methodologies. Then we move
to deep learning methods where we discuss one
paper in much more detail.
Information Retrieval Methods
The first system we discuss is Sourcerer (Ba-
jracharya et al., 2006), which is an information re-
trieval based code search tool that combines the
textual content of a program with structural infor-
mation. The structural information used includes
how various code components interact with each
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other and how different methods are called and in
which other methods. This type of information is
then used in a traditional retrieval approach to im-
prove the search results.
(McMillan et al., 2011) borrowed ideas from
web search where code functions are treated simi-
larly to how web pages are modeled. A directed
graph is created where each node represents a
function, and if a function a calls another func-
tion b, then we should have directed edge from a
to b. This Function Call Graph (FCG) is then an-
alyzed using PageRank, which is the link analysis
algorithm used mainly by Google search engine,
in order to map queries to relevant results. A good
side of this system is that instead of returning a
single function as a result, it’s able to return a set
of related functions. Figure 1 shows the system
components.
Figure 1: Portfolio System
(Hill et al., 2011) proposed to improve upon ba-
sic bag-of-words IR by leveraging the contextual
and semantic role of the words within the query.
This was formulated in terms of a concept-based
scoring function that made use of query-related in-
formation such as location of a word within query,
semantic role, head distance and frequency of the
word in a candidate result where less frequency
implies a more important word.
Query expansion (Efthimiadis, 1996) is the
technique of first augmenting the query with syn-
onyms before it’s used for retrieval. Since the
new version of the query is likely to have more
keywords than the original one, this technique
helps improve the overall system performance es-
pecially recall. (Lu et al., 2015) proposed to em-
ploy query expansion for code search where the
synonyms are extracted from WordNet (Miller,
1995). See Figure 2.
As we have stated earlier, these methods require
the query to be in the form of syntax-based key-
words where the user needs to be familiar with the
Figure 2: Query Expansion for Code Search
language or technology in question. As a result, a
query expressed in natural language is likely to be
misinterpreted by the system leading to irrelevant
results.
Deep Learning Methods
Embedding (also known as distributed represen-
tation (Mikolov et al., 2013)) is a technique for
learning vector representations of entities such as
words, sentences and images in such a way that
similar entities have vectors close to each other.
(Gu et al., 2018) proposed to employ Multi-modal
embeddings (Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015) to map
both code and description into a common space
where related code snippets and code description
have similar vectors. Then, given a textual query,
we retrieve the code snippet whose embedding is
most similar to the query embedding. See Figure
4
The model consists mainly of two Recurrent
Neural Networks for embedding source code and
text, respectively. See Figure 3. The embedding
is then obtained by applying max pooling over the
hidden states of the RNN. The model is trained to
maximize the similarity between pairs of related
code snippets and text, and to minimize it for unre-
lated pairs. The similarity measure used is the co-
sine similarity which is expressed by the formula
cos(a, b) =
a · b
‖a‖‖b‖ (1)
where a and b are both vectors.
To use the model, all the code snippets are em-
bedded using the code RNN, the query is also em-
bedded using the description RNN, then we re-
trieve the top k similar code snippets to the de-
scription.
Figure 3: Generating embeddings with two RNNs
Figure 4: Mapping code and description into a
common space
The authors compared their model against two
baselines: Lucene and CodeHow (Lv et al., 2015).
Although their result show the superiority of their
model, two baselines are generally not enough to
fully asses the retrieval performance. We also
worry that there might have been some overlap be-
tween training and test sets and that this could be
the cause of the performance improvement.
Although deep learning methods have shown
very promising results, such methods tend to have
some drawbacks. First of all, a huge amount of
labeled data is required. The authors used about
200k documented Java projects extracted from
Github to achieve the reported performance. Sec-
ondly, training deep learning methods tend to be
very time consuming although that may no be an
issue with recent advancement in terms of process-
ing power.
3 Challenges and Future Work
There are still a lot of open question when it
comes to improving upon existing models. For
instance, the previous deep learning based model
required huge amount of labeled (documented)
projects to give reasonable results. Thus, such
model is likely to perform poorly when it’s used
with source code that comes from a domain other
than the one it was trained on. This makes it
difficult to use such methods with technologies
or programming languages for which we can’t
find huge amount of existing documented projects
to train the model on. This poses the question
of whether we can build unsupervised or semi-
supervised models for which we need no or little
amount of data to achieve good performance. An-
other area for improvement is building faster mod-
els at training. Since RNNs are sequence process-
ing models and consequently then need to process
data in order. This makes them unparallelizable
leading to time-consuming training. This calls
for another research direction where parallelizable
models such as Convolutional Neural Networks
(Conneau et al., 2016) and attention-based models
(Vaswani et al., 2017) are used in place of RNNs.
Another direction that may lead to performance
improvement is to employ a multi-task learning
setting where the model is trained to simultane-
ously improve the performance on two tasks in the
hope that improvement on one task will lead to im-
provement on the other. For semantic code search,
a model may be trained simultaneously to perform
both code embedding and code completion. An-
other direction is building a universal embedder
that’s not merely limited to a single programming
language but rather able to handle different pro-
gramming languages and technologies. Indeed,
building such a model is no easy task. First of all, a
huge amount of data, spanning different languages
and technologies, needs to be collected for train-
ing the model. Another challenge would be equip-
ping the model with the ability to handle semantic
conflicts between different languages where one
entity would mean two different things in two lan-
guages. We conjecture that such universal model
would likely need to convert its input into an inter-
mediate representation before embedding.
4 Conclusion
In this paper we reviewd several proposed source
code search systems. We also pointed to a specific
promising model borrowed from the NLP domain
that gives good retrieval performance compared to
traditional methods. We concluded with the possi-
ble research directions that may be followed in the
future such as building a language-invariant uni-
versal search code engine. In the end, we invite the
research community to make effort towards both
covering the pointed open questions and address-
ing the aforementioned challenges.
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